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STEM BEE RULES

GAME PLAY SUMMARY
All game play will be held via a recorded video call using Zoom. The Preliminary 
round will be held privately with each individual team on separate calls. The 
Semifinals will be held on a joint call with the top 4 teams from the preliminary 
round. The Finals will be held on a Zoom call broadcast live on United Way of 
Greater Lorain County’s YouTube Channel on Saturday, April 30th, 2022 at 3:00 
p.m.

CROWDFUNDING ADVANTAGES
Teams that crowdfund prior to the competition will be rewarded in ways 
that can help them advance in The Bee. Teams will be awarded one “token” 
for every dollar raised, and the tokens can be exchanged for advantages 
prior to the game. For example, if a team raises $500 in crowdfunding, they 
will be awarded 500 tokens to use at the “Advantage Arcade”. Additionally, 
crowdfunding totals help a team advance in the event of a tie in the preliminary 
round (see details in full game rules below).

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES INCLUDE
Preliminaries: 
Hint 
Extra time 
Extra point

Semifinals: 
Hint 
Extra time 
Extra point 
Do-over 
Pass

Finals: 
Hint 
Extra time 
Do-over 
Pass

Each team will choose a “designated scribe” who will write down the team’s 
official answers on a score sheet. For each of the 3 speed rounds, the Host 
(United Way staff or volunteer) will read 10 multiple-choice questions in 
30-second intervals. The questions will also be visible on a shared screen.

30-seconds after the final question has been read, the “designated scribe” on 
each team will be asked to read their answers aloud. The Host will designate 
one point for each correct answer.

ADVANCEMENT TO SEMIFINALS
After preliminary rounds with all teams have been recorded, the top four teams  
will be notified of their advancement to the semifinals. Scores are compiled 
by adding the number of correct answers plus any crowdfunding extra  
points added.

In the event of a tie for 4th place, the team with the highest amount raised in 
crowdfunding by the end of the preliminary round recordings (April 7-9) will 
advance. In the event that the teams have raised the same amount, the team 
with the highest average crowdfunding gift per donor will advance.

SEMIFINALS
In rotating order, each of the final 4 teams will have the chance to answer five 
8th-grade level multiple choice questions during a 60-second time period. 
Questions will be read aloud by the Host and displayed on a shared screen. 
When the first question is answered correctly, a new question will be read 
and displayed on the screen to answer, and so on. The period ends when a 
team answers all five questions, or the 60-second time limit ends, whichever 
comes first.

One point will be awarded for each correct answer. A rotation is completed 
once each team has completed a 60-second answering period, and then a new 
rotation will begin.

The semifinal round will consist of 5 full rotations. Each team will remain in the 
round through the conclusion of the round, regardless of any incorrect answers.

STEM BEE RULES

Questions will be pulled from real 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th grade tests and 
competitions. They will cover the subjects of science, technology, engineering, 
and math.

PRELIMINARIES
Individual teams will participate in three 5-minute speed rounds comprised of 
10 questions each (30 total questions).
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ADVANCEMENT TO THE FINALS
The top 2 teams at the end of the semifinals will advance to the finals. 
Advancement will be based on the number of correctly answered questions in 
the semifinal round and any extra points earned through crowdfunding.

In the event there is need for a tiebreaker, the team with the most cumulative 
points between the preliminary round and semifinal round will advance.

If there is a tie in cumulative points, teams will be given a question with a 
numerical answer (e.g. 119 ml is the equivalent of how many ounces?) with 
30-seconds to deliberate. The team that answers closest to the correct answer 
will advance. If both teams answer correctly or are the same amount apart 
from the correct answer, a new question will be given until one team answers 
correctly or is closest.

FINALS
The final round will consist of 2 teams. Teams will be given one 8th-grade level 
open-ended question in rotating order. Questions will be read aloud by the Host 
and displayed on a shared screen. A team shall be declared the champion when 
they are the only team to get a correct answer in a single rotation (see examples 
below). Teams cannot win the competition on another team’s incorrect answer 
without also answering a question correctly in that same rotation.

If both teams give an incorrect answer in the same rotation, we will start a new 
rotation with both teams receiving new questions.

Example 1: Team 1 gets a question correct, Team 2 gets the next question 
incorrect = Team 1 is the winner.

Example 2: Team 1 gets a question incorrect, Team 2 gets the next question 
correct = Team 2 is the winner.

Example 3: Team 1 gets a question correct, Team 2 gets the next question 
correct = start a new rotation.

Example 4: Team 1 gets a question incorrect, Team 2 gets the next question 
incorrect = start a new rotation.

If no champion has been declared after 10 rotations, or after 30-minutes of 
gameplay, we will hold a tie-breaker. Teams will be given a question with a 
numerical answer (e.g. 119 ml is the equivalent of how many ounces?) with 
30-seconds to deliberate. The team that answers closest to the correct answer 
will advance. If both teams answer correctly or are the same amount apart 
from the correct answer, a new question will be given until one team answers 
correctly or is closest.

TECHNICAL RULES OF THE STEM BEE
Questions will be pulled from real 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th-grade tests and 
competitions, broken out by round as follows:

• Preliminary Round:
 { Grade Level: 5th, 6th, and 7th-grade
 { Question Format: Multiple-choice
 { Rotations: Three speed rounds
 { Time: Five minutes per speed round

• Semifinals:
 { Grade Level: 8th grade
 { Question Format: Multiple-choice
 { Rotations: 5 rotations; 5 questions per rotation
 { Time: 60-seconds per team per rotation

• Finals:
 { Grade Level: 8th grade
 { Question Format: Open-ended
 { Rotations: Max of ten rotations before tie-breaker
 { Time: 60-seconds per team per rotation

The STEM Bee Hosts and Judges are in complete control of The Bee. Their 
decision shall be final on all questions.



FOR MORE INFORMATION
uwloraincounty.org/thebee

CONTACT
volunteer@uwloraincounty.org 

440-277-6530


